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ABSTRACT. —  An often-adopted use of the predicate “to be colonized” is one that applies it loosely e.g., to 20th or 

21st century persons or their works. But under what conditions one is to do so? And how one can avoid having such 

predicate been attributable to oneself or one’s works? This essay addresses these issues by proposing a use of the 

predicate “to be ‘subtly’ philosophically colonized” that only attributes it to philosophical works that have specific 

features described in the essay. It is argued that this use is to be endorsed in detriment of the often adopted one 

because it is: precise; exemplified in a detailed way by one philosophical work; and “inexplosive” in not suggesting 

the “explosive” claim that practically all Western philosophical works are colonized by “Western metaphysics”. 

———— 

Consider the expressions “<Original Colonized>”, “<Heir of a Colonized>” and “< Colonized>”. 

This essay uses them as shorts: respectively, for “the predicate, ‘to be colonized in the sense that 

one’s personhood was not recognized by a colonizer”; “the predicate, ‘to be a heir of someone to 

whom <Original Colonized> is attributable’”; and “the quite broad predicate ‘to be colonized’”. Let 

us also assume that other is a relational notion; x is the other of y if and only if x and y (at least at 

their first encounter) do not seem to share a common: criterion to deal with disputes associable 

with philosophy (hereafter, disputes); religion; concept of “God”; science; technology; language; 

moral code; dressing code; culinary; sexual preference; skin color; etc. By original Europeans, let 

us understand those who had two features. They were born in Europe, roughly, sometime between 

the 16th and 19th century. They also navigated to distinct lands where they encountered others: 

original Native Americans; and original Africans. Respectively, these were persons who lived in 

the pieces of land that became known as “America” and “Africa”.  

The attribution of <Original Colonized> to original Native Americans and original Africans 

is not particularly problematic. A simple historical observation attests to the fact that their 

personhoods were not recognized by original Europeans.1 Original Europeans coerced original 

Native Americans and original Africans into performing actions (e.g., to work in a sugar mill as a 

slave) while resorting to corporeal upfront forms of violence, such as that of: lacerating the flesh 

of one’s back as a punishment for resisting coercion. This kind of violence may not have been 

experienced by 20th or 21st century descendants of original Native Americans and original 

Africans. Nonetheless, a simple historical observation also indicates that though such descendants 

have not been slaves, they have struggled with all sorts of issues. An example is that, as Franz 

Fanon and Malcolm X underline, these descendants have often had an inferiority complex vis-à-

vis original Europeans and/or their heirs.2 Among other things, this inferiority complex has 

compelled descendants of original Africans to seek (even at the cost of a self-inflicted pain) to 

make their curly hairs appear straight.3 So, the attribution of <Heir of a Colonized> to descendants of 

original Native Americans and original Africans is likewise not particularly problematic. 

 
1 As Achille Mbembe argues, “the experience of servitude means being placed forcefully in the zone of 

undifferentiation between human and animal”. A. MBEMBE, Critique of Black Reason [Critique de la raison nègre, 

Paris: Découverte, 2013], Eng. transl. L. Dubois, Durham: Duke University Press, 2017, p. 152. 
2 F. FANON, Peau noire, masques blancs, Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1952. M. X, The Autobiography of Malcolm X, New 

York: Ballantine Books, 1973. 
3 See: X, Autobiography, p. 56. Also consider a 1930’s poem by Manuel Bandeira, “Irene no céu” (“Irene in Heaven”): 

“Black Irene / Good Irene / Irene always in a good mood. / I imagine Irene entering heaven: / — Excuse me, my white 

man! / And Saint Peter, easy-going: / — Come in, Irene. You don’t have to excuse yourself.” All translations from 

Portuguese are ours. M. BANDEIRA, Estrela da Vida Inteira, Rio de Janeiro: José Olympio editora, 1973, p.125. 
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The same cannot be stated about the attribution of <Colonized> to: a 20th or 21st century 

person to whom <Original Colonized> and sometimes even <Heir of a Colonized> is not attributable, 

and/or to such a person’s thought,  philosophical work, etc. Consider the likes of Pierre Bourdieu 

and Loïc Wacquant;4 Eduardo Viveiros de Castro;5 Peter Pál Pelbart;6 José Crisóstomo de Souza;7 

Paulo Margutti;8 etc. These authors have championed the last stated predicate-attribution. They 

have used differently or more or less implicitly suggested distinct uses of <Colonized>. This raises 

two disputes. The first is the dispute over the conditions for attributing to something <Colonized> 

or other similar predicates, such as: <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized>. The latter expression is used 

as a short for: “the predicate, ‘to be ‘subtly’ philosophically colonized”. The term “subtly” is used 

between quotation marks because this kind of colonialism is not as easily identifiable as those that 

justify the attribution of <Original Colonized> to original Native Americans and original Africans. 

Terms, such as “philosophically” or “philosophical” are used to qualify that which addresses 

disputes, even if such disputes may be interdisciplinary. The second dispute is the overcoming one 

on how one can avoid having predicates, such as <Colonized> or <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized>, 

been attributable to oneself, one’s philosophical works, etc.9  

It is not surprising that the authors named in the last paragraph have not used <Colonized> 

in the same way. Consider the 500th verse of Euripides’s Phoenician Women: “if all agreed with 

what is wise and what is just then there’d be no disputes between men”.10 This verse points to a 

claim that is as hardly disputable today as it was in Ancient Greece. The claim is that several (if 

 
4 Bourdieu and Wacquant connect “imperialist reason” to the capacity of imposing considerably particular concepts 

(e.g., that of “race” in the USA) as if such concepts were universally applicable to all contexts (e.g., in Brazil). This 

is to suggest that <Colonized> or the predicate “to be dominated by an imperialist reason” is to be applied to persons 

(e.g., Brazilian activists) who do not realize so while using such concepts. P. BOURDIEU, L. WACQUANT, “Sur les ruses 

de la raison impérialiste”, Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, 1998, Vol. 121-122, p. 109. 
5 Under the influence of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Viveiros de Castro argues that “Western metaphysics is 

truly the fons et origo of every colonialism”. So, he proposes a “permanent decolonization of thought” (p.92). This is 

to suggest that <Colonized> may be attributed to any thought that has been colonized by “Western metaphysics”, say, 

in seeking to address even non-Western others (e.g., the “Amerindians”) by presupposing “dualisms”, such as “nature” 

and “society”. E. VIVEIROS DE CASTRO, Cannibal Metaphysics [Métaphysiques cannibales, Paris: Puf, 2009], Eng. 

transl. P. Skafish, Minneapolis: Univocal Publishing, 2014, p. 44, p. 92 and p.108. G. DELEUZE, F. GUATTARI, Mille 

Plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie, Paris: Minuit, 1980. 
6 Peter Pál Pelbart points to a direction similar to Viveiros de Castro’s. P. PELBART, “Qu’est-ce qui parle à travers 

nous ?”, Rue Descartes, 2012, vol. 76, n° 4, p. 9. 
7 Souza argues that: “our philosophical work [that is, that of contemporary Brazilian philosophers] appears now even 

more canonical, hierarchical, colonized and, finally, more strictly one of commentary than at the colonial and 

scholastic in strict sense beginning”. This to suggest that <Colonized> is attributable to philosophical works written 

by Brazilian philosophers that strictly comment on works written by non-Brazilians. J.C.D SOUZA, “Por uma virada 

prática, nacional, cidadã, na nossa filosofia”, in D. CARDOSO, P. MARGUTTI (eds.), II Colóquio: Pensadores 

Brasileiros, Porto Alegre: Editora Fi, 2020, p. 13, our emphasis. 
8 Margutti’s conclusion is that the Brazilian philosophical community: “with few and honorable exceptions, reveals 

itself to be considerably dominated by a European ethnocentrism and has produced mainly a colonized thought in 

most of our [that is, Brazilian] universities”. This is to suggest that <Colonized>  is to be attributed to the Brazilian 

philosophical “thought” and “community” insofar as they would have been dominated by an “European 

ethnocentrism”. P. MARGUTTI, “O que é filosofia brasileira?”, in D. CARDOSO, P. MARGUTTI (eds.), Colóquio, p. 138, 

our emphasis. 
9 Other disputes that the authors named in this paragraph raise, but which cannot be addressed here are those on: the 

conditions for attributing to, say, a living person, a predicate, such as “to be a colonizer”; and how to avoid being so. 
10 EURIPIDES, Phoenician Women, Engl. trans. George Theodoridis, 2012. URL: 

https://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/Greek/EuripidesPhoenicianWomen.php. Site consulted in October 

2020. 
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not most or all) core philosophical terms (e.g., “just”) have no “ordinary” meaning shared by all.11 

The same seems to be the case regarding terms, such as egalitarian tendencies, libertarian ones, 

left-wing, right-wing or <Colonized>.12 This is why it seems very problematic to seek to back up 

a use of such predicate or other closely related ones (e.g., <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized>) under a 

strict descriptive basis by arguing that this use is “the ordinary one”. It seems more pertinent to 

acknowledge that any use of <Colonized> or other closely related predicates is to be justified by 

appealing to normative constraints that concern what a predicate is to do for the one who proposes 

its attribution to something. Such constraints are exemplified by the following claims that specify 

that such use is to be: 

(C-i) Precise in allowing one to explicitly distinguish it from less controversial uses of 

predicates, e.g., that of attributing <Original Colonized> to original Native Americans and 

Africans, and <Heir of a Colonized> to their descendants. 

(C-ii) Exemplified in a detailed way by at least one object, e.g., a philosophical work so that it 

becomes explicit what is required for avoiding having <Colonized> or <“Subtly” Philosophically 

Colonized> been attributable to one’s works. 

(C-iii) “Inexplosive”, e.g., in not suggesting the “explosive” claim that <Colonized> is 

attributable to practically all Western philosophical works that embrace a “Western 

metaphysics” that, say, presupposes traditional “dualisms” (e.g., “nature”/ “society”). 

There may be other pertinent normative constraints for the use of <Colonized> or other 

closely related predicates. Yet, (C-i) to (C-iii) seem pertinent enough for deserving attention. 

Moreover, no author has proposed the rejection of any broad appeal to <Colonized> and the 

endorsement of a more precise use of <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> that attributes this predicate 

exclusively to philosophical works  (as opposed, e.g., to a person) under the basis that: the stated 

appeal to <Colonized> violates, whereas the stated use of <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> satisfies 

(C-i) to (C-iii). This is, then, what this essay aims to do while backing up two philosophical claims.  

The first claim concerns the dispute over conditions: that a philosophical work is to have 

<“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> attributed to itself if and only if the work has thirteen features or at 

least most of them. The term “feature” is used here as a short for: “a characteristic that though 

neither necessary nor sufficient for attributing <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> to a philosophical 

work, provides a reason for doing so”. It is not this essay’s aim to spell out precisely how many of 

such features a work needs to have for having <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> been attributable to 

itself. It is assumed that this a matter of degree: this predicate may be more or less attributable to 

a philosophical work insofar as the work has more or less of such features. It will also not be 

discussed whether one of such features is more relevant than others regarding the attribution of 

<“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> or whether there are other features that may also contribute to this 

attribution. The second philosophical claim defended here is on the overcoming dispute: that one 

 
11 Under the label “conceptual engineering”, analytic philosophers have recently pointed to this claim while more or 

less implicitly problematizing those (e.g., Eli Hirsch) who seek to deal with disputes in “metaphysics” by appealing 

to the rules of a so-called “ordinary” language. See H. CAPELLEN, D. PLUNKETT, A. BURGESS (eds.), Conceptual 

Engineering and Conceptual Ethics. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020; and E. HIRSCH, Quantifier Variance and 

Realism, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011. 
12 For a defense of the technical use of the italicized terms assumed in what follows, see F.G.A. MOREIRA, “Deleuze’s 

Left-Wing Approach to Metaphysics”, Revue philosophique de la France et de l'étranger, 2019, tome 144(4), p. 455-

472. 
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can avoid having this predicate been attributed to one’s philosophical works by articulating works 

that do not have the stated features, regardless of whether one is, say, “better off” in doing so. 

 

 

ON BEING “SUBTLY” PHILOSOPHICALLY COLONIZED 

A philosophical work is to have <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> attributed to itself if and 

only if the work has thirteen features or at least most of them. Let us spell these features out, while 

discussing a 2010 essay by the Brazilian philosopher Fernando José Fagundes Ribeiro (hereafter, 

Ribeiro’s essay).13 Ribeiro was a professor of the philosophy department of Federal Fluminense 

University in Niterói, Rio de Janeiro. He died on October 5th of 2018. He was 53 years old. Under 

the political party, Partido da Causa Operária, Ribeiro was a candidate for the Brazilian Senate.  

The cause of his death were complications related to a stroke he had more than a week earlier 

during a political debate at Federal University of Rio de Janeiro’s Law School in Rio’s center.14 

The focus on Ribeiro’s essay serves to oppose the forgetfulness policy. This policy is that of 

making Brazilian philosophers be forgotten qua philosophers (especially after their deaths) by 

ignoring their works, say, under the assumption that such works are not valuable enough not even 

to be criticized. Evidence that this assumption is widely shared is provided by the fact that works 

by Brazilian philosophers have not often been discussed, not even by Brazilian philosophers.15  

Ribeiro’s essay has all of the thirteen features at stake here. The first feature is: to be hardly 

accessible for international scrutiny. A philosophical work has this feature when it is only 

published in a non-canonical language of philosophy. Regardless of its number of users, a non-

canonical language is one that is not usually mastered by philosophers whose first language is not 

it. Portuguese, the language of Ribeiro’s essay, is an example of a non-canonical language. This is 

not to state that there are no advantages in writing philosophical works in a non-canonical language 

of philosophy. Whether this is so or what these advantages would be are distinct disputes that 

cannot be addressed here. The same is the case about the disputes on: whether English is currently 

the only canonical language of philosophy, and even French and German philosophers are to write 

in English, even though core Western philosophy works were written in French and German. 

The second feature is: lack of an explicit conflictual motivation. By this motivation, let us 

understand that of seeking in an upfront way to: contradict what has been defended or presupposed 

by a scholarly community; and/or to add something (e.g., a new claim or practice) that such 

community is to consider. An example of a scholarly community is what may be called the 
Baudelairian one. This is the considerably broad and interdisciplinary community of: philosophers 

(e.g., Walter Benjamin16 and Michel Foucault17), psychoanalysts (e.g., Jacques-Alain Miller18), 

 
13 F. FAGUNDES RIBEIRO, “Do Cogito à carniça Baudelaire e o sujeito da psicanálise”, Artefilosia (UFOP), 2011, v.10, 

p.161-178. Ribeiro’s Curriculum Lattes indicates this essay to be the latest of his five most important works. See:  

http://buscatextual.cnpq.br/buscatextual/visualizacv.do?id=K4767760A6. Site consulted in October 2020. 
14 This was announced by the press. See: https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/morre-fernando-fagundes-candidato-ao-

senado-do-pco-pelo-rio-23133524. Site consulted in October of 2020. 
15 An exception is: P. J. SMITH, O. BUENO, “Skepticism in Latin America”, in E. ZALTA (ed.), The Stanford 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2016 Edition). 
16 W. BENJAMIN, Tableaux Parisiens, Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2017.  
17 M. FOUCAULT, “Qu’est-ce que les Lumières ?”, in Dits et écrits: tome IV, Paris: Gallimard, 1984, p.562-578. 
18 J.-A. MILLER, “Un effort de poésie”, in Orientation lacanienne III, 4 - Cours n°1 13/11/2002. 

http://jonathanleroy.be/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/2002-2003-Un-effort-de-po%C3%A9sie-JA-Miller.pdf. Site 

consulted in October 2020. 

http://buscatextual.cnpq.br/buscatextual/visualizacv.do?id=K4767760A6
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/morre-fernando-fagundes-candidato-ao-senado-do-pco-pelo-rio-23133524
https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/morre-fernando-fagundes-candidato-ao-senado-do-pco-pelo-rio-23133524
http://jonathanleroy.be/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/2002-2003-Un-effort-de-po%C3%A9sie-JA-Miller.pdf
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literary critics (e.g., Bo Liu19), etc., who have been interested in the 19th century poetic and critical 

corpus of Charles Baudelaire.20 Ribeiro’s essay alludes to this community. For instance, this essay 

claims that: “the affinity between Baudelaire and psychoanalysis is [a] not superficial and [b] 

exceeds to great extent the scope of curious analogies”.21 This passage tentatively alludes to the 

motivation of contradicting or adding something to the Baudelairian community in showing that 

the stated affinity is characterized by (a) and (b). Yet, this motivation is not an explicit conflictual 

one insofar as Ribeiro’s essay provides no evidence that the members of such community have 

rejected that the affinity between Baudelaire and psychoanalysis is characterized by (a) and (b). 

Furthermore, Ribeiro’s essay does not indicate in an upfront way what such members would gain 

by considering this affinity to be characterized by (a) and (b). Metaphorically, it is as if this essay 

aimed to tread extremely softly to not be noticed by anyone.  

The third feature is: excessively unprecise articulation of a dispute. Consider again the 

passage by Ribeiro’s essay quoted above. This passage is evidence that this essay addresses the 

affinity dispute on whether the affinity between Baudelaire and psychoanalysis is characterized by 

(a) and (b). The articulation by Ribeiro’s essay of this dispute is an excessively unprecise one 

because, to begin with, this essay applies the term “psychoanalysis” in a considerably loose way 

without distinguishing, for instance, all sorts of noticeable differences between works by the likes 

of Sigmund Freud, Jacques Lacan and Slavoj Žižek. To mark this looseness, the term 

“psychoanalysis” will hereafter be applied between quotation marks. Furthermore, Ribeiro’s essay 

does not spell out what is meant by (a) and (b). Hence, it does not explicitly indicate: what is a 

“superficial affinity”; what are the stated “curious analogies”; and what would be required to 

exceed their “scope”. Given such factors and that the main philosophical claim of Ribeiro’s essay 

is that the affinity between Baudelaire and “psychoanalysis” is characterized by (a) and (b), this 

essay also has the fourth feature: defense of an excessively unprecise philosophical claim.  

Given that Ribeiro’s essay has this fourth feature, it also has the fifth one: to make it easy 

for someone to read one’s defended philosophical claim or claims as being somehow trivial. Let 

us assume that a philosophical claim is so if and only if it is hard to identify a contemporary 

member of a scholarly community who has two characteristics. This member is or may be 

interested in the dispute that the claim at stake seeks to answer. This member has reasons for 

rejecting the claim, say, insofar as it lacks or contradicts what such member’s works defend, or 

suggest. Let us also suppose — for the sake of argument and regardless of the fact that Ribeiro’s 

essay does not state so — that an affinity between x and y can be characterized by (a) and (b) if 

and only if x and y point to at least four common philosophical claims. Given the fourth feature, 

Ribeiro’s essay may be “charitably” read to suggest that the affinity between Baudelaire and 

“psychoanalysis” is characterized by (a) and (b) because Baudelaire and “psychoanalysis” point 

to four common philosophical claims. Pace “naturalist painters”, (i) no reality can be described 

independently of an observer’s perspective.22 Pace “romantics”, (ii) no appeal to an overidealized 

past is to be made.23 Pace “symbolists”, (iii) no “intuition” can grasp the “‘unspeakable’ mystery 

of Being”.24 And, pace the “bourgeois society of the 19th century”, (iv) there is no “progress”.25 

Ribeiro’s essay seems to presuppose that “psychoanalysis” is committed to such claims. Suppose 

 
19 B. LIU, Les ‘Tableaux parisiens’ de Baudelaire : Volume 1 & 2, Paris: Harmattan, 2004. 
20 C. BAUDELAIRE, Œuvres complètes I, II, Paris: Gallimard, 2019. 
21 RIBEIRO, “Baudelaire”, p. 162. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., p.166. 
25 Ibid., p.168. 
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that this is so as well as that this essay correctly spells out in its four first sections that Baudelaire 

points to (i) to (iv), respectively. Granted these moves, it is easy for one to read the main 

philosophical claim of Ribeiro’s essay as being somehow trivial. This is so in that it is hard to 

identify a contemporary member of the Baudelairian community who would reject that Baudelaire 

points to (i) to (iv). This is not to state that no one (e.g., in the 19th century) has never read 

Baudelaire to contradict these claims. Yet, even if this is so, Ribeiro’s essay does not indicate who 

these readers would be.   

Given that Ribeiro’s essay has the stated fourth feature, it also has the sixth one: to make it 

easy for someone to read one’s defended philosophical claim or claims as being false.26 Suppose 

that an affinity between x and y can only be characterized by (a) and (b) if and only if it fulfills 

conditions distinct from the ones stated in the last paragraph, such as the more strict condition that: 

x and y support quite unique philosophical claims that exclusively x and y defend. Granted this 

move as well as that “psychoanalysis” and Baudelaire are committed to (i) to (iv), Ribeiro’s essay 

provides reasons for one to read its main philosophical claim as being false. This occurs because, 

not only “psychoanalysis”, but several (if not most) 20th century continental philosophers (e.g, 

Benjamin, Foucault, etc.) also pointed to (i) to (iv).27  

The seventh feature is: to primarily report on a well-established bibliography. Ribeiro’s 

essay does so vis-à-vis the bibliography articulated by members of the Baudelairian community. 

Evidence that this is the case is provided by the fact that this essay has the stated features, 

especially the second and the fifth one. Another reason for attributing the seventh feature to 

Ribeiro’s essay is the explicit presence in this essay of the eighth feature: excessive use of 

quotations. Indeed, practically all pages of this essay have long quotations with more than three 

lines. Metaphorically speaking, then, this philosophical work aims to let the voice of others 

(especially, “psychoanalysis”) speak through it as if in an echo. This echo often sounds like a 

caricatured voice of Lacan. For instance, a passage from Ribeiro’s essay runs as follows: 

According to psychoanalysis [in the stated broad sense], the phantom ‘makes a screen’ for the real 

to impede our traumatic conflict with the desire of the Other as well as to act like a sort of surface 

of projection where the emptiness within the Other is dislocated and dissimulated in giving 

consistency to that which we understand as reality”.28  

Let us also consider an objection that has often been made to authors often quoted by Ribeiro, such 

as Lacan. This is the obscurity objection: that in relying on an “obscure” use of language that often 

resorts to undefined technical terms that resist interpretation, these authors champion authoritarian 

practices, e.g., to manipulate naïve students into believing that they have an extremely 

sophisticated way of thinking that students will never reach. Note that this practice minimizes what 

may be called egalitarian tendencies: those of either consciously or unconsciously contributing to 

create a universal community that defends the interests of all entities or persons, while seeking to 

attenuate one’s own singularity and/or the singularity of others. 

The present essay suspends judgment on whether the obscurity objection applies to Lacan. 

It is, yet, crucial to underline that Lacan maximized what may be called libertarian tendencies: 

 
26 This essay is neutral on the dispute over the best theory of truth. For a take on this issue vis-à-vis the claim that 

some contradictions are true, see O. BUENO, “Truth, Trivialism, and Perceptual Illusions”, in J.-Y. BEZIAU, M. 

CHAKRABORTY, S. DUTTA (eds.), New Directions in Paraconsistent Logic, New Delhi: Springer India, 2015, p. 465-

476. 
27 Yet, for a continental problematization of (i), see Q. MEILLASSOUX, Après la finitude, Paris: Editions du Seuil, 2006. 
28 RIBEIRO, “Baudelaire”, p. 162, our emphasis.  
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those of consciously or unconsciously acting in accordance and contributing to bring about one’s 

own singularity and/or those of others, while problematizing the constraints that any kind of 

community imposes upon such singularities. Lacan did so by creating a unique terminology that 

(at least in the 1950s and 60s) played a “modernist” role: that of “shocking” people, especially, 

distinguished members of France’s intellectual community who were not familiar with Lacan’s 

technical terms.29 By its turn, Ribeiro’s essay seems to minimize libertarian tendencies. This is so 

in that it takes for granted a use of a Lacanian  terminology characterized by its adoption of several 

technical terms (e.g., the italicized ones of the last quote) that are not defined or are pseudo-defined 

by other technical terms. In doing so, Ribeiro’s essay (published in 2010) is unlike to play a 

“modernist” role, especially vis-à-vis those who: are educated enough to identify a Lacanian 

terminology; and/or are aware that Lacan has been an intellectual authority for several decades.  

Ribeiro’s essay has, then, the ninth feature: problematic adoption of an undefined technical 

terminology of an intellectual authority that is foreign vis-à-vis the nationality of the author of the 

philosophical work (hereafter, foreign intellectual authority). This adoption is problematic because 

it may serve to champion another authoritarian practice that minimizes egalitarian tendencies: that 

of an author/professor who manipulates naïve readers/students (from one’s nationality) into 

believing that there is a foreign intellectual authority whose philosophical thinking is extremely 

sophisticated and, so, cannot be reached by such readers/students and by the author/professor at 

stake. Note that there have been those to whom <Heir of a Colonized> may be applied and who have 

not been aware that they have suffered from the stated inferiority complex.30 Analogously, there 

may have been authors/professors who are unaware that they have championed the last stated 

practice. Note that a verse from L’Héautontimorouménos” (“The Self-Torturer”), a poem from 

Baudelaire’s Les fleurs du mal (The Flowers of Evil) addressed in Ribeiro’s essay is: “Je suis la 

plaie et le couteau! [“I am the wound and the knife”]”.31 In metaphorical terms, the aforementioned 

authors/professors are: wounds and knifes; knifes that used to be wounds; and/or wounded knifes 

stuck in a wounded knife cycle. 

The tenth feature is: to act as if contemporary works by those who contradict and/or are 

others regarding the foreign intellectual authority at stake did not exist, deserved a reply and/or 

were not worthy enough to be mentioned. This is to do what may be called a philosophically 

colonized “subtle” violence vis-à-vis such others. Evidence that Ribeiro’s essay expresses this 

violence is provided by the fact that this essay acts as if contemporary others who more or less 

implicitly reject claims, such as (i) to (iv), did not exist; deserved a reply; and/or were not worthy 

enough to be mentioned. It could be objected that given that Ribeiro’s essay aims to spell out the 

stated affinity between Baudelaire and “psychoanalysis”, it is irrelevant whether it expresses such 

a philosophically colonized “subtle” violence. A reply to this objection is that otherwise is the 

case, especially because Ribeiro’s essay would likely not have some of the aforementioned 

features (especially, the second and the fifth one) were it to have aimed to show that there is a 

conflictual motivation of defending (i) to (iv). This motivation would show that there still are, and 

it is worth to contradict those who reject such claims. Consider, for example, (iv), the claim that 

there is no progress. Recently, Timothy Williamson argued that: “in many areas of philosophy, we 

know much more in 2007 than was known in 1957”.32 This is to suggest that there is some sort of 

 
29 For a more detailed take on the obscurity objection and its connection with modernism, see MOREIRA, “Left-Wing”. 
30 See FANON, Peau noire, and X, Autobiography. 
31 RIBEIRO, “Baudelaire”, p. 162. Note that Ribeiro translated Baudelaire to Portuguese. See F. FAGUNDES RIBEIRO, 

Quadros parisienses e poemas do vinho, Rio de Janeiro: Hexis Editora, 2014. 
32 T. WILLIAMSON, The Philosophy of Philosophy, MA: Blackwell, 2007, p. 280. 
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philosophical progress. Thus, were Ribeiro’s essay to show that Baudelaire’s works and/or 

“psychoanalysis” can be used to cast doubt on Williamson’s view, <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> 

would be less attributable to it. Yet, this essay simply ignores the analytic tradition. 

The eleventh feature is: to presuppose a foreign intellectual authority’s controversial 

reading of another foreign intellectual authority. Ribeiro’s essay has this feature because it takes 

for granted a controversial reading of René Descartes that, this essay suggests, was developed by 

“psychoanalysis”. Without providing textual evidence that the likes of Freud, Lacan or Žižek 

endorse such reading, Ribeiro’s essay points to it by making disputable claims about Descartes, 

such as that: “in psychoanalytic terms, it could be stated that the doubt submits him [Descartes] to 

a radical process of hystericization”.33 This passage is evidence that Ribeiro’s essay also has 

another feature closely connected to the eleventh one; the twelfth feature: that of being unaware 

or not explicitly indicating that to presuppose an intellectual authority’s controversial reading of 

another foreign authority is problematic. This move makes a philosophical work appear quite 

unpersuasive insofar as it may be problematized by anyone who is: educated enough to be familiar 

with the foreign intellectual authorities at stake. Imagine someone familiar with Descartes’ and 

Lacan’s works and with the core literature on such them. Imagine that this person has a distinct 

reading of Descartes and disagrees with the last quoted claim by Ribeiro’s essay. This person has 

reasons for taking Ribeiro’s essay to lack persuasion. This occurs because this essay does not 

provide any strong reason (if at all) for endorsing its “psychoanalytic” reading of Descartes. 

The thirteenth feature somehow follows from the previous ones; it is lack of 

contemporaneity. Contemporaneity, let us assume, is a property of a philosophical work that does 

not lose track of its own historical context. Ribeiro’s essay lacks this property because it: does not 

underline that Lacan is an intellectual authority whose “modernist” moves have been widely 

repeated throughout the 20th century; does not seem to be aware that several 20th century 

continental philosophers have also suggested (i) to (iv); ignores the fact that the analytic tradition 

is hardly ignorable in that even in France this tradition is been increasingly spread, e.g., by 

Claudine Tiercelin34 and François Recanati35 who have chairs at the College de France; etc.36 

ON NOT-BEING “SUBTLY” PHILOSOPHICALLY COLONIZED 

It follows that one can avoid having <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> been attributed to one’s 

philosophical works by articulating works that do not have the thirteen stated features. The present 

essay illustrates how one can do so insofar as it does not have these features. To begin with, this 

essay is written in English. It is, then, easily accessible for international scrutiny at least as long as 

a proper divulgation is made. The present essay also has an explicit conflictual motivation. This 

motivation is that of contradicting and/or adding something to the scholarly community of the 

aforementioned authors who have attributed <Colonized> to all sorts of things, while championing 

a use of  <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> that satisfies the stated three constraints. These constraints 

are those of being: precise; exemplified in a detailed way by at least one object; and “inexplosive”. 

It also does not seem that the conditions and the overcoming disputes addressed here were 

 
33 RIBEIRO, “Baudelaire”, p. 176. 
34 C. TIERCELIN, “La métaphysique et l’analyse conceptuelle”, Revue de métaphysique et de morale, 2002, vol. 36, no. 

4, p. 529-554. 
35 F. RECANATI, “Le soi implicite”, Revue de métaphysique et de morale, 2010, vol. 68, no. 4, pp. 475-494. 
36 Despite the thirteen features that were attributed to Ribeiro’s essay, the reading proposed here does not aim to be 

exhaustive; several factors of this essay were not contemplated, e.g., its comparison of Baudelaire with “certain 

characters of Tarkovsky, who pray targeting the floor”. RIBEIRO, “Baudelaire”, p. 167. 
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articulated in an excessively unprecise way. The same can be stated about this essay’s two core 

philosophical claims. Indeed, it is to be clear by now that the use of <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> 

endorsed here is: precise, say, in being distinguishable from looser uses of <Colonized> 

championed by other authors; exemplified in a detailed way by Ribeiro’s essay; and  “inexplosive”, 

say, in not leading to the “explosive” claim that <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> is attributable to 

practically all Western philosophical works. This predicate, for instance, is not attributable to 

works by traditional philosophers (e.g., Descartes), and by the likes of Freud, Lacan, Žižek, etc.  

On the other hand, a plausible belief is that <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> is attributable to 

several (if not most) philosophical works whose authors share an identity with Ribeiro: that of 

being citizens of former colonies, such as Brazil. However, whether and to which extent this belief 

is warranted are complex empirical matters; they can only be settled by thorough empirical 

research. For this essay’s purposes, it suffices to underline a few points. To begin with, there seems 

to have been works by authors with the stated identity to which <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> 

cannot be attributed.37 This predicate is also not exclusively attributable to works by authors with 

such an identity, and/or to the identity of being a person to whom <Heir of a Colonized> is 

attributable. In principle, <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> is also attributable to Portuguese; Spanish; 

Italian philosophers; etc. Indeed, this predicate may be attributed even to French or German 

philosophers who, say, have been excessively influenced by English-speaking analytic 

philosophers. Yet, to give examples of such works is beyond the scope of the present essay.  

What is crucial here is to emphasize that it does not seem easy for an opponent to read this 

essay’s two main philosophical claims as being somehow trivial or false. This is not to state that 

this essay accomplishes what is likely impossible: to articulate a philosophical work that is immune 

to objection. For instance, an opponent may champion an alternative use of <Colonized>. This 

use, say, could show that the present essay is, after all, “colonized” in a distinct sense, say, insofar 

as: its very aim of avoiding having the stated thirteen features seems to be a very traditional one 

shared by practically all core Western philosophers from Plato to Gilles Deleuze. This opponent, 

though, would have the burden of showing, say: that there are philosophical works (e.g., by Eastern 

philosophers) that pertinently cast doubt on the stated aim; under what constraints the stated 

alternative use of <Colonized> is to be endorsed; why such constraints would be more pertinent 

than the ones endorsed here; that one’s very work (like the present essay) self-illustrates the kind 

of philosophy it champions; etc. This is not an easy task. The same can be stated about a task that 

is not pursued in this essay: that of showing that one is necessarily better off in articulating works 

to which <“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> is not attributable. 

To spell out that this task is challenging, consider the fact that, roughly, from the 16th to 

the 19th century, a claim was widely shared by Europeans in general, original colonizers, and their 

heirs: that original Native Americans and original Africans to whom <Original Colonized> was 

attributable were better off in being enslaved.38 In fact, it is plausible to believe that during these 

centuries there were at least a few original Native Americans, original Africans and/or their heirs 

who also embraced this claim. Yet, few would defend such a claim today. The same can be stated 

about another claim: that descendants of original Native Americans and original Africans to whom 

<Heir of a Colonized> is attributable are better off in experiencing the aforementioned inferiority 

 
37 Regardless of other possible objections, see BUENO, “Truth”; CASTRO, Cannibal; MARGUTTI, “Filosofia”; MOREIRA, 

“Left-Wing”; SOUZA, “Virada”; etc. 
38 For a discussion of this claim vis-à-vis Hegel’s works, see R. BERNASCONI, “Hegel at the Court of the Ashanti”, in 

S. BARNETT (ed.), Hegel After Derrida, Albany: SUNY, 1998. 
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complex.39 On the other, the claim that one is necessarily better off in articulating works to which 

<“Subtly” Philosophically Colonized> is not attributable is very disputable.  

Imagine a philosophical academic context in which authors/professors are involved in the 

aforementioned wounded knife cycle. In being so, they write essays to which <“Subtly” Philosophically 

Colonized> is attributable while more or less implicitly minimizing libertarian and egalitarian 

tendencies and endorsing all sorts of practices, such as those of: systematically starting their classes 

half hour late; constantly canceling classes without letting students know in advance; not offering 

much feedback on students’ works; being unprepared to teach the bibliography of one’s class; 

teaching the same class for decades without actualizing its bibliography; using their classes to 

defend the views of a foreign intellectual authority; being very defensive vis-à-vis any objection 

to this authority; not carefully guiding as advisors students’ master’s thesis and/or PhD 

dissertations; selecting for tenure other authors/professors who champion similar practices; etc.  

In this context, one may be “better off” in articulating works to which <“Subtly” Philosophically 

Colonized> are attributable. First, because, pace the stated practices, one may be quite 

sentimentally attached to one’s former professors in finding it difficult to follow advice from 

Friedrich Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra: that “the person of knowledge must not only one’s 

enemy love, but also be able to one’s friend hate. / One ill pays a teacher, when one always a 

student remains”.40 In the stated context, to articulate works to which  <“Subtly” Philosophically 

Colonized> are not attributable might also lead one into being: labeled “difficulty” or “arrogant”; 

ostracized; unemployed; exiled; etc. What is supported here, then, is the weaker claim that one is 

better off in articulating such works if one is willing to confront the consequences of doing so 

while contraposing a right-wing attitude and championing a left-wing one —assuming that “right-

wing” qualifies that which minimizes libertarian and egalitarian tendencies in seeking to conserve 

a context (e.g., the described one) as it is and regardless of others’ dissatisfactions with it, whereas 

“left-wing” qualifies that which maximizes both of these tendencies in seeking to change a context 

so that others’ dissatisfactions and/or one’s own are met.  

Furthermore, the present essay neither primarily reports on a well-established 

bibliography; nor uses quotations excessively. The technical terminology adopted here was also 

not borrowed from an intellectual authority; all technical terms were defined (at least to the extent 

that it is possible to do so in philosophy). Let us also underline that all sorts of authors from all 

sorts of traditions and academic areas were addressed. This is to avoid any expression of the 

aforementioned philosophically colonized “subtle” violence. This is not to state that all possible 

others (e.g., those who are specialized in Eastern philosophy) were contemplated. Arguably, no 

philosophical essay can do so. What is, nonetheless, possible and the present essay does is to 

neither: presuppose an intellectual authority’s controversial reading of another foreign authority; 

nor to be unaware or fail to explicitly indicate that to do so is problematic. Given all the stated 

factors, the present essay seeks to have the stated contemporaneity. In short, <“Subtly” Philosophically 

Colonized> does not seem attributable to it. 
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